At Precocity, we connect experience with technology—bringing digital transformation to government and industry.

Government leaders will be need to be digital and data-driven, able to rapidly evolve and pivot.

2020 has been a year of turbulence and transformation. The result of the circumstances has underscored that digitization isn’t the just the future—it is now.

The combination of data and technology has become the key factor in reaching the goals of digitization. Organizations that are unable to leverage technology to differentiate and pivot are in danger of increased costs and long timelines. In contrast, those who have embraced digital, are poised for success in the new digital frontier.

Precocity’s goal is to help the public sector develop and grow digital solutions. Our past engagements have resulted in cost reductions, increased productivity, higher quality implementations, data as a critical asset, and much more. Precocity has helped many organizations become more digitally enabled, from the cloud to all types of devices, applications, and endpoints.

Some of our capabilities include:

- Strategic technical staffing
- Digital transformation
- Application modernization
- Cloud and data engineering
- Artificial intelligence and machine learning
- UX/UI design and development
- Emerging interfaces such as augmented, virtual, and mixed reality
- Distance learning platforms

A complete list of our capabilities shown on page 2.
Precocity Solutions Overview

Precocity Service Offerings:

Technical Staffing:
- Onshore for large or small teams
- Offshore and nearshore resources

UX and CX:
- Service design & journey mapping
- UX/UI design & prototyping
- Usability testing & research

Cloud Solutions and Software Development:
- Cloud/Serverless BI
- Rapid Cloud Migrations Cloud Architecture
- Kubernetes and serverless
- Strategy & architecture
- Application modernization
- Web & desktop app development
- Augmented/virtual reality development
- Chat/bot-based applications
- Voice and NLP-based Applications

Web and Mobile:
- Open Source & Proprietary CMSs
- Headless CMS Integrations
- eCommerce Development and Optimization
- Static site generated platforms
- Native iOS/Android app dev
- Hybrid/Cross-Platform app dev
- Progressive Web Apps (PWA)

Data Science and Modern Data Platforms:
- Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
- Image and video analytics
- IoT Ingest and analytics
- Data Strategy
- Data Lake/Data Fabric
- Data Warehousing
- Business Intelligence

A Few of Our Customers:
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What Can Precocity Do for You?

Let’s build something together. We’d love to partner with you to deliver solutions that empower your organization and enhance your operations. From strategy through implementation, our team of passionate technologists, data scientists and designers thrive on hard problems and game-changing solutions.

Contact us at sales@precocityllc.com to get started or visit www.precocityllc.com for more information
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